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Both publications trace in admirable and innovative
ways the representational, discursive and cultural articulations of modern Berlin in its making by covering the
crucial time span from 1900 up to the rise of National Socialism. Both are able to reveal and analyze the unique
seing of its urban development as compared to diﬀerent paerns of urbanization in other, historically much
older, European metropolises such as Vienna, Paris and
London. Both, however diﬀering in their analytical perspectives, make understandable why the Wilhelmine and
Weimar era provided such a fertile ground for rapid city
development, ﬂourishing cultural production, and exemplary manifestations of the “modern” such as fragmentation, instability, anomie, transience and the accelerated
blurring of individual and collective identities.

rors, and on the other side, distracting and even destroying the observer’s and reader’s capability to get a homogenous understanding of the city as a lived environment of antagonistic social and political layers and forces.
He is able to prove convincingly how the wide-spread
textualization of urban life through media and advertisement, emerging sensational reportage and new literary
genres inﬂuenced the transformation of observers from
city dwellers into ﬂaneurs, browsers, and spectators.

However, what is missing in Fritzsche’s monograph
is a careful comparison of the textual surface of Berlin
1900-1914 with its social history. His study could have
signiﬁcantly beneﬁted from such a cross-reading of social
“texts” and social “facts” and might have brought beer
evidence for his hypothesis that the shared metropolitan
e particular strength of Reading Berlin 1900 and Pe- culture “did not snuﬀ out other countervailing identities
ter Fritzsche’s methodological and empirical approach is based on class, ethnicity, or gender, and it certainly did
to thoroughly excavate the structural interplay between not homogenize” (p. 49).
mass circulation papers, the creation of city imaginaries
Reading the city as a social text should not only take
and the new perception of urban spaces. He does prointo
account the formation of urban imaginaries through
foundly well in researching the interlinks between the
the
textures
of newspapers, feuilletons, advertisements,
narration of the city, the new readers, and new readings.
notices on “Litfassäulen,” handbills, tourist guides and
other texts for browsing the city, but should also theHis account that the “representational acts, in turn, matize modernization as a doubled, symbolic and maconstructed a second-hand metropolis which gave a nar- terial encoding of social and cultural spaces. e modrative to the concrete one and choreographed its encoun- ern city in its making is not just a further developed
ters” (p. 1) is well taken and solidly elaborated. e chap- and more complex storehouse of monuments, spatial arters on “Readers and Metropolitans,” “Physiognomy of rangements and inscriptions but the transformation and
the City” and the “City as Spectacle” present suﬃcient re-conﬁguration of traditions within emerging rationally
empirical evidence to support Fritzsche’s thesis that the organized industrial landscapes, being shaped under the
interaction between readers and texts, and the multiplic- rule of science, technology and new forms of social conity of reading and browsing, discovering and consuming trol. e laer heavily imply elaborated representations
the city gave the “metropolitan diversity a common, in- of the “other,” the “low,” and the “marginal” through
clusive note” (p. 49). He also nicely deciphers the ironic medical, hygienic, statistic, urban planning and legal disdialectic of early mass media by one the side focusing courses. ese discourses had not been egalitarian at all
aention on urban life, its sensations, pleasures and hor- but established political as well cultural regimes of power
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and oppression above those who could not equally par- responses to the process of modernization in the 1920s
ticipate in civic culture, electoral vote and collective dis- and 1930s successfully elaborate a double-fold perspeccourse.
tive, on the one side excavating gender perceptions and
experiences with urbanization and interwar ambivalence
On the contrary the bourgeois regime of power inof modernity versus regression, and on the other side anherent in the process of modernization split the “other”
alyzing the cultural discourses that articulated and reguinto rationalized agents of production (industrial lalated emerging forms and images of femininity.
bor force) and “irrational” objects of surveillance and
policing (prostitutes, “lumpenproletariat,” criminal ﬁlth
Most valuable is the aempt not only to look into the
etc.). e Berlin bourgeois subject, like the Viennese or cultural modeling of women but also to situate gender
Parisian one, continuously deﬁned and re-deﬁned itself roles and the polarization of male and female within a
through the exclusion of what it marked out as “low,” broader concept of representational modes intersected by
as dirty, repulsive, noisy, contaminating, and yet that its social constituency. Hence not only the mutual convery act of exclusion was constitutive of its cultural and struction of male and female identities as (distorted) propolitical identity. Hence the dominant bourgeois and jections and responses is brought to the fore but equally
elitist modes of representation distorted the subcultures a careful and diﬀerentiated analysis of the multifaceted
of marginal social and ethnic strata into the grotesque cultural fabric of Berlin is presented. Furthermore this
“other” of the metropolis, mirroring both the grave diﬀer- collection of essays provides convincing evidence for the
ence of the urban body, and the hegemony of metropoli- strong potential of New Historicism not just to oﬀer cultan elites. erefore one should diﬀerentiate Fritzsche’s tural history, conﬁned to literary products of high and
assumption that readers and readings, texts and con- elite culture but to valorize a broad spectrum of historitexts of Berlin 1900 constituted something like a coherent cal sources–from ﬁlm to photography, from paintings to
metropolitan mode of perception shared by the majority collages, and from multiple texts to material objects.
of Berliners. One should ask, in which ways the social toFrom the reviewer’s perspective the most lucid and
pography of urban spaces did unfold and how the sociointellectually exciting contributions are Lynne Frame’s
economic segregation corresponded with the creation of
“Gretchen, Girl, Garconne? Weimar Science and Poputhe textual surface of the metropolis. To use social hislar Culture in Search of the Ideal New Woman”; Anke
tory as complementary tool for decoding urban textures
Gleber’s “Female Flanerie and the Symphony of the
would entail paying close aention to the plurality of lanCity”; Maria Makela’s “e Misogynist Machine: Images
guages caused by the immigration of ethnic groups, the
of Technology in the Work of Hannah Hooch”; Janet
social distribution of literacy and illiteracy, and the varyLungstrum’s “Metropolis and the Technosexual Woman
ing use of sites of consumption and entertainment by difof German Modernity,” and Nancy Neno’s “Femininity,
ferent social strata. And it would also entail to focus on
the Primitive, and Modern Urban Space: Josephine Baker
social and cultural paerns of intra-urban mobility and
in Berlin”. All ﬁve essays reveal the signiﬁcant embedthe mutual construction of bourgeois, middle class and
ding of women into the process of modernization, into
proletarian subjects and subjectivities through percepmass and popular culture, technology and paerns of
tual mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion.
urbanization. And all, though each diﬀerently, demonBringing these dimensions into the analytical focus strate the complex interplay of female subjectivity, its auof the study would probably have oﬀered a rather dif- tonomous trajectories and external assignments, and the
ferent reading of the city as a (social) text. Ignoring the close parallelism of emancipatory and oppressive comsocial history of Berlin in 1900 causes severe problems ponents within the transitory period from the 1920s to
in understanding why its seemingly “civic unity” at the Nazi dictatorship, continually melting together greatest
turn of the century (which itself could be deciphered as (subjective) expectations with harshest political disilluan ideological construct) was doomed into the socially sion and cultural despair.
polarized, politically radicalized and “unreadable” Berlin
What could be criticized is that none of the essays reof the 1920s.
ally pays close and deep aention to the varying relationWomen in the Metropolis: Gender and Modernity in ship of female working lives, public order and privacy,
Weimar Culture, edited by Katharina von Ankum, pro- the political economy of gender and reproductive behavvides a diﬀerent reading of the urban spaces as textures ior, and the gender diﬀerences and antinomies in politiof the “social,” than does Peter Fritzsche’s monograph. cal groupings and parties during the Weimar period. But
Five of the ten essays on female experiences with and this lack can be less aributed to the individual authors
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of Women in the Metropolis than far more to an observable tendency in cultural studies to cut of cultural matters and articulations from their (hidden) socio-economic
agenda. By this I do not at all intend to recall simplistic
and outdated stories about capitalism, its base and superstructure. Rather I would to like to draw upon recent
work of Lawrence Grossberg [1] who argued that though
gender, class, sexuality and other cultural markers can
not be linearly reduced to economic relations as their ultimate boom line, it is nevertheless crucial to analyze
the socio-economic trajectories which both set options
for social identities/diﬀerences and simultaneously conﬁne their political and cultural agency.

and communication in their capacity to segregate urban
spaces and to rupture the city’s narrated unity and homogeneity. In fact, both buildings and streets, monuments
and networks of communication (such as telephone and
railroad networks) can be viewed as empowered sites carrying social fragmentations as well as economic trajectories. Leaving their superposition and interference out of
scholarly focus does imply the suspension of two vectors
crucially shaping the metropolitan physiognomy of class,
ethnic, and gender hegemony and its discontents.
[1]. Lawrence Grossberg, “Cultural Studies vs. Political Economy: Is Anybody Else Bored with this Debate?”, Colloquy (March 1995): 72-80; Lawrence Grossberg, “Cultural Studies, Globalization and the Logic of
Negativity,” paper presented at the IFK conference “e
Contemporary Study of Culture,” Vienna (Austria), 4-6
December 1997.

us analyzing socio-economic trajectories of cultural articulations does not only imply to thematize the
interplay of production, consumption, and distribution
but–in the case of metropolises–also to relate urban textures to the city’s built environment. erefore, a critiCopyright (c) 1998 by H-Net, all rights reserved. is
cism which could be targeted at both Reading Berlin 1900 work may be copied for non-proﬁt educational use if
and Women in the Metropolis is the nearly complete omis- proper credit is given to the author and the list. For other
sion of architecture and municipal networks of mobility permission, please contact H-Net@h-net.msu.edu.
If there is additional discussion of this review, you may access it through the list discussion logs at:
hp://h-net.msu.edu/cgi-bin/logbrowse.pl.
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